Recommended procedure below. For safety reasons it is recommended that 2 persons set up any canopy. Ensure area is free from any sharp objects & overhead objects.

ONE
Unzip the Left and Right Wall Strips on the Full Wall Panel.

TWO
Slide the Leg Rubber Inserts (2) along the Keda of the Wall Strips. Align to the bottom of Wall Strip.

THREE
Insert the top of the Wall Strip Keda into the tracking of the Upper Leg of Canopy. (Hook facing inwards)

FOUR
Attach the Wall Strip Hook to Eyelet in Roof. Ensure Hook is facing inwards. Repeat on other side.

FIVE
Press the Leg Rubber Inserts into the tracking on the Lower Leg of the Canopy. Repeat on other side.

SIX
Full Wall Panel attach the Hooks to the Eyelets on Roof. Ensure Hook is facing inwards.

SEVEN
Zip the Wall Strip and the Half Wall Panel together. Repeat on other side.

EIGHT
Assemble the Full Wall Support Bar for the bottom of the Full Wall.

NINE
Bottom of Full Wall. Insert the Full Wall Keda into the Support Bar and slide Bar along fabric.

TEN
Insert Bar connection into the tracking on frame. Adjust the Bar as need to be level and in desired position, tighten bolts to secure. Repeat.

ELEVEN
Finished Full Wall.

TWELVE
Finished Full Wall.